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The SENSoR Project

About SENSOR
The road infrastructure of a country not only serves the basic need for safe transport of
people and goods but is also considered vital for its growth and development. Decisions for
public and private investments, related to these infrastructures must take into consideration
the overall level of their safety capacity in a measurable way.
Road traffic injuries are a global, man-made and preventable epidemic with a health burden
on the scale of HIV/AIDS and Malaria. According to the World Health Organization, about
1.24 million people die every year as a result of road traffic crashes, while the annual number
of road deaths worldwide is projected to increase to about 2.4 million by 2030. Specifically in
the European Union, more than 30.000 persons were killed and about 1,5 million persons
were injured in more than 1,1 million car accidents.
On this basis, the United Nations announced in 2010 the Global Plan for the Decade of Action
for Road Safety 2011-2020. The Plan encourages countries and stakeholders to implement
actions that contribute to the reduction of the forecasted road fatalities rate. The categories of
activities (pillars) that the Plan proposes as focusing areas are: building road safety
management capacity; improving the safety of road infrastructure and broader transport
networks; further developing the safety of vehicles; enhancing the behaviour of road users;
and improving post-crash care. Focusing on the Infrastructure pillar, the countries should be
able to assess the safety capacity of the road network for all road users and further implement
infrastructure improvements through targeted investment programs. Moreover, the European
Directive 2008/96/EC on Road Safety Infrastructure Management provided the requirements
for safety management of the Trans-European Road Network that include Road Safety
Inspection, Safety Ranking and Audits, suggesting investments on road sections with the
highest number of collisions and/or the highest collision reduction potential.
Within this framework the South East Neighbourhood Safe Routes (SENSoR) project has
taken safety rating to the next level – moving from measurement to action by assessing the
risks that road users face from infrastructure and by identifying the potential improvements
that can save the most lives for the money available. To do so, the Project Partners applied
the latest tools of the International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP), a charity supporting
countries and financial institutions worldwide during the UN Decade. The results give GPSmapped sites where improvements, often as simple as barriers, school crossings or roadside
hazard clearance, can make the difference.
SENSoR builds on outstanding cooperation between automobile clubs, universities and road
authorities. Having been co-financed by the South East Europe (SEE) Transnational
Cooperation Programme and the European Union, the 2-year project brought together 14
countries – Greece, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, Republic of Moldova, Serbia, Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Albania, Montenegro,
Bulgaria, Romania and Ukraine.
The project was launched in September 2012 and finished in September 2014. It included the
road inspection, coding, analyses and reporting of RAP road safety assessments of almost
16.000kms in the above mentioned countries. The current report presents the Star Rating
results for a 481 km part of the major road network in Croatia. The assessment was
performed by the Faculty of Traffic and Transport Sciences, University of Zagreb which is an
accredited RAP supplier.
For more information, contact Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences, University of Zagreb, Croatia
Marko Ševrović, M.Sc.: marko.sevrovic@fpz.hr, +385992584601
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SENSoR Star Rating Coverage

Figure 1: SENSoR Star Rating Coverage Map
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1 Introduction
1.1

Road Assessment in CROATIA

The current report presents the Star Rating results for a 481 km part of the major road
network in Croatia. These results are only a part of the analysis of almost 16.000 Km of the
TEN-T road network in 14 countries in South East Europe, which was performed within the
framework of the SENSoR Project.
1

In Croatia, according to the Ministry of internal affairs , the number of road fatalities in 2012 is
393, the number of serious injuries is about 3000 and the estimated Gross Domestic Product
loss due to road traffic crashes reaches the 2%. The Road Fatalities Rate in Croatia is 9,2 per
100.000 people.

Figure 2: Road Fatalities per 100.000 people

1.2

Results for consultation with stakeholders

This report is presented as “results for consultation with stakeholders” because the SENSoR
Project Partners wish to discuss with those who influence the safety of roads and road
infrastructure the detail of these surveys and the priorities and possibilities for investing to
save lives and serious injuries.
The results are based upon surveys carried out in November 2013 and upon data collected at
other times and with the support of Project Partners, government and police agencies. The
SENSoR project is grateful for this support.

1

http://www.mup.hr/UserDocsImages/statistika/2013/bilten_2012.pdf
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An outcome of the SENSoR project is that the individual participating countries now have a
“Safer Roads Investment Plan” which may be used to prioritise spending on crash
countermeasures. This Plan is not a “bill of works” and it and the assumptions used in the
model must be carefully assessed by local engineers and others who have contributed to the
work or who have a legitimate interest in the roads. In particular, they must assess such
features as the value of life and injury used in the work, the data used in estimating injury
savings, traffic volumes, countermeasure costs and operating speed on the network.
The data for the SENSoR surveys are held in iRAP’s ViDA software. In circumstances where
the printed output differs from that held in ViDA, the material held within the software takes
precedence. The printed report provides the results of the survey and also gives an entrylevel guide to the software and the analysis possibilities that are available within it. Any
changes in the modelling assumptions, coding corrections, minor model changes or
differences in the presentation of results (such as rounding) will always be reflected in results
held in the ViDA software.

1.3

The RAP Method

The protocols used here were developed by the International Road Assessment Programme
(iRAP). iRAP is a registered charity dedicated to saving lives through safer roads.
In this project, the iRAP model version v3.01 was used to calculate the Star ratings,
Fatality estimations and prepare the SRIP.
iRAP provides tools and training to help countries make roads safe. Its activities include:
•

inspecting high-risk roads and developing Star Ratings, Safer Roads Investment
Plans and Risk Maps

•

providing training, technology and support that will build and sustain national, regional
and local capability

•

tracking road safety performance so that funding agencies can assess the benefits of
their investments.

The programme is the umbrella organisation for EuroRAP, AusRAP, usRAP, KiwiRAP and
ChinaRAP. Road Assessment Programmes (RAP) are now active in more than 70 countries
throughout Europe, Asia Pacific, North, Central and South America and Africa.
iRAP is financially supported by the FIA Foundation for the Automobile and Society and the
Road Safety Fund. Projects receive support from the Global Road Safety Facility, automobile
associations, regional development banks and donors.
National governments, automobile clubs and associations, charities, the motor industry and
institutions such as the European Commission also support RAPs in the developed world and
encourage the transfer of research and technology to iRAP. In addition, many individuals
donate their time and expertise to support iRAP. iRAP is a member of the United Nations
Road Safety Collaboration.
The main objective of the RAP method is the improvement of the road users’ safety by
proposing cost-effective investment plans. The most crucial point in the RAP is that engineers
and planners in developed countries have for over twenty years adopted an underlying
philosophy of designing a forgiving road system to minimize the chances of injuries when
road users make mistakes that result in crashes. The method indicates that the severity of a
road accident can be reduced through the intervention at the sequence of events happening
during this accident. As it is known, an injury accident results from a chain of events, starting
with an initial event, probably resulting from several factors, which leads to a dangerous
situation. The basic idea is to intervene at any point of this chain, in order to reduce the kinetic
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energy of all road users who are involved in the accident to a tolerable level. Such an
intervention may not only reduce the number of accidents but also the severity of injuries.
The initial step for the implementation of the RAP method is the inspection and record of the
infrastructure elements of a road network, which relate to the road safety. The record leads to
the quantification of the safety that a road section provides to its users by awarding safety
scores (Star Rating Scores). The Star Rating Scores express the safety capacity of a road
section in a 5-Stars scale. This quantification aims to identifying the most appropriate
countermeasures, which will increase the infrastructure’s road safety score. The Safer Roads
Investment Plan (SRIP) includes all the countermeasures proved able to provide the greater
safety capacity and maximize the benefit over spent cost of the planned investments. Thus,
the SRIPs are considered as a valuable tool for the authorities, stakeholders and investors in
order to decide for the most cost-effective and efficient road infrastructure investments.

1.3.1 Measuring the road infrastructure safety
The assessment of the road safety requires the Road Safety Inspections of the road network
sections and the assignment of a safety score to them. The inspection is conducted by visual
observation and record of the road infrastructure elements which are related -directly or notto road safety and have a proven influence on the likelihood of an accident or its severity. The
RAP uses two types of inspection; the drive-through and the video-based inspection. During
the first one, the record of the infrastructure’s elements is performed manually, with the help
of specialized software, while during the second, a specially equipped vehicle is used, so as
the recorded video to be used for a virtual drive-through of the network and an automated
identification of the infrastructure’s elements.
Following the RSI, the Road Protection Score (RPS) is calculated. The RPS is a unit-less
indicator, which depicts the infrastructure’s safety capacity for each road user type and it is
calculated for 100m road segments. Road user types are considered the car occupants, the
motorcyclists, the bicyclists and the pedestrians, who may be involved in road accidents. For
each road user type and for 100m road segmentation the respective RPS is calculated as
follows:
RPSn,u=∑ RPSn,u,c =∑ L n,u,c * Sn,u,c * OSn,u,c * EFIn,u,c * MTn,u,c
c

c

where “n” is the number of 100m road segment, “u” the type of road user and “c” the crash
type that the road user type “u” may be involved in. The following variables are taken into
consideration: L: the Likelihood that the “i” crash may be initiated, S: the Severity of the “i”
crash, OS: the degree to which risk changes with the Operating Speed for the specific “i”
crash type, EFL: the degree to which a person’s risk of being involved in the “i” type of crash
is a function of another person’s use of the road (External Flow Influence), MT: the potential
that an errant vehicle will cross a median (Median Traversability).

1.3.2 The Star Rating process
The aim of the Star Rating process is the award of the “n” 100m road segments with Stars,
depicting the safety offered to each of the “u” road users’ types. The Star Rating system uses
the typical international practice of recognising the best performing category as 5-star and the
worst as 1-star (5 stars scale), so that a 5-star road means that the probability of a crash
occurrence, which may lead to death or serious injury is very low. The Star Rate is
determined by assigning each RPS calculated to the Star Rating bands. The thresholds of
each band are different for each road user and were set following significant sensitivity testing
to determine how RPS varies with changes in road infrastructure elements. The assignment
procedure leads to the development of a risk-worm chart, which depicts the variation of the
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RPS score in relation to the position (distance from the beginning) on the road under
consideration. The final output of the Star Rating is the Star Rating Maps, in which the “n”
road sections are shown with different colour, depending on their Star award (5-star green
and 1-star black).

1.3.3 Developing the Safer Road Investment Plans (SRIPs)
The development of the most appropriate SRIP presupposes the assessment of the number
of fatalities and serious injuries that could be prevented for each 100m road segment on an
annual basis when a set of countermeasures is applied. The number of fatalities is calculated
as follows:

∑F
∑
u

Fn=

c

n,u,c

where “n” is the number of the 100m road segment, “u” the type of road user, “c” the crash
type that the road user “u” may be involved in and F the number of fatalities that can be
prevented on a time period of 20 years, given that a specific set of countermeasures is
applied.
The number is related to four main factors: (1) the safety score of the specific road segment,
(2) the “u” road users flow, (3) the fatality growth, which indicates the underlying trend in road
fatalities and (4) the calibration factor, which inserts the actual number of fatalities that occur
in the specific road section. The calculation of this factor presupposes the existence of similar
crash data.
The assessment of the number of serious injuries that could be prevented for a 100m road
segment is a function of the Fn,u,c value and the ratio of the actual number of serious injuries
to the actual number of fatalities to the relevant number of fatalities. In case of lack of
appropriate data, the competent authorities should estimate this actual number as previously,
or the ratio of 10 serious injuries to 1 death is used, which is proposed by McMahon et al. in
[19].
The next step in establishing the SRIPs is the identification of the most appropriate
countermeasures. Countermeasures are the engineering improvements that the road
authorities should take so as to reduce the fatalities and serious injuries rates. Each
countermeasure is characterized by its trigger sets and its effectiveness for each of the 100m
road segments. Each trigger set describes all the cases in which this certain countermeasure
can be used. The effectiveness is calculated according to the number of fatalities and serious
injuries that can be prevented in this segment and the RPS of this segment before and after
the application of the countermeasure. It is important to mention that in the case that multiple
countermeasures act on a certain road segment, the total effectiveness is not the simple sum
of each countermeasure’s effectiveness. Instead, a reduction factor should act, which
calibrates the total effectiveness.
The procedure of selecting the most appropriate countermeasures is the basis for the technoeconomic analysis of the investment plan and aims to the calculation of the Benefit-Cost ratio
(BCR) for each countermeasure. The economic benefit is considered as the benefit of
preventing a death or a serious injury. The calculations are conducted following the
assumption that the cost of a human life is 70 times the GDP per capita, the cost of a serious
injury is the 25% of the cost of a human life and the ratio of 10 serious injuries for 1 death, if
more accurate information is not available. The countermeasure cost includes all the
construction costs, the maintenance costs over a 20 year period and/or probable
reconstruction costs. All the benefits/costs should reflect the actual local prices, taking into
account the economic life of each countermeasure and the discount rate. The outcome of this
procedure is the BCR calculation for each countermeasure applied to a specific road segment.
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The SRIP is conducted for a period of 20 years and shows the list of the most cost effective
improvements that are able to reduce the crash risk for all road user types. In that way the
SRIP enables the road authorities to set the priorities properly when developing
infrastructure‘s maintenance and/or rehabilitation plans.
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2 The inspected road network
2.1

Coverage and basic characteristics

The inspected network consists of a carriageway length of 270 km of motorways and 211 km
of single carriageway state roads. The motorways A1 and A6 are the main motorways
connecting the continental part of Croatia and the Northern and Central Adriatic coast making
this route heavily used by tourists. D1 road serves as an alternative route which is highly
utilized by passengers avoiding tolls on motorways. These roads were selected since they
were marked as high-risk in previous researches. The surveyed roads are described in the
following table, and Figure 3 depicts the surveyed network graphically.
The A6 motorway (Croatian: Autocesta A6) is a motorway in Croatia. It is 80.2 kilometres long
overall. The A6 motorway connects the nation's capital, Zagreb, via the A1, to the seaport of
Rijeka. The motorway forms a major north–south transportation corridor in Croatia and is a
part of European route E65 Nagykanizsa–Zagreb–Rijeka–Zadar–Split–Dubrovnik–Podgorica.
The A6 motorway route also follows Pan-European corridor Vb.
The motorway consists of two traffic lanes and an emergency lane in each driving direction
separated by a central reservation. Sections of the motorway that have a gradient greater
than 4% are divided into three lanes to prevent traffic problems caused by slower vehicles.
These sections have no emergency lanes. Similarly, there are no emergency lanes in the
tunnels. All intersections of the A6 motorway are grade separated. As the route traverses
rugged mountains it requires numerous long bridges, viaducts, tunnels, and other structures.
The state road D1 (Croatian: Državna cesta D1) is a national highway in Croatia. It is a onelane highway that spans from Macelj border crossing in the north via Krapina, Zagreb,
Karlovac, Slunj, Gračac, Knin, Sinj, ending in Split. It is 415.8 kilometres (258.4 mi) long
overall.
Before the A1 and A2 dual carriage motorways have been completed (in 2005 and 2007
respectively), the D1 was probably the busiest road during the summer in Croatia as it
connected the northern border as well as the city of Zagreb with the tourist resorts at the
Adriatic Sea. Since then, the traffic has waned significantly, but the D1 remains relevant as an
alternative to the tolled highways.
The inspected road network in CROATIA is a part of the TEN-T network. It includes 24
sections of total length of 481 km.
The following Table presents the roads inspected, along with the dates that the survey took
place.
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Road
Name

Type
(Divided/Undivided)

From

To

Length
(Km)

D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
D1
Z5201
D1
D1
D1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A6
A6
A6
A6
A6
A6

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Gornji Macelj
Đurmanec
Švaljkovec
Zabok
Stubička Slatina
Karlovac
Brezova Glava
Rastoke
Grabovac
Prijeboj
Korenica
Udbina
Lučko
Donja Zdenčina
Jastrebarsko
Karlovac
Novigrad n/K
Bosiljevo 1
Bosiljevo 2
Vrbovsko
Ravna Gora
Delnice
Vrata
Oštrovica

Đurmanec
Švaljkovec
Zabok
Stubička Slatina
Jablanovec
Brezova Glava
Rastoke
Grabovac
Prijeboj
Korenica
Udbina
Gračac
Donja Zdenčina
Jastrebarsko
Karlovac
Novigrad n/K
Bosiljevo 1
Bosiljevo 2
Vrbovsko
Ravna Gora
Delnice
Vrata
Oštrovica
Kikovica

9
13
14
5
12
12
34
22
18
11
31
30
14
7
18
12
13
3
16
15
11
10
10
8

Date of
inspection

18.11.2013.
18.11.2013.
18.11.2013.
18.11.2013.
19.11.2013.
19.11.2013.
19.11.2013.
19.11.2013.
19.11.2013.
19.11.2013.
19.11.2013.
19.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.
22.11.2013.

Table 1: The inspected road network in CROATIA
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Map data © 2014 Basarasoft, GeobBasis DE/BKG (© 2009), Google

Figure 3 Map of 481 km of RPS coded road network in Croatia
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The inspected motorways are dual carriage separated grade roads. The lane width is 3.75 m
with 2 lanes in each direction plus one stopping lane (2.5m width). A1 section from Zagreb to
Karlovac is the oldest motorway section in Croatia. A1 from Zagreb to Bosiljevo goes mostly
through plain terrain as opposed to A6 which mostly covers mountainous terrain and is in
large portion built on infrastructure objects such as viaducts and tunnels. The physical
separation on both motorways is present on the whole route varying from 2.5m wide median
protected with metal barriers to wide “New Jersey” type concrete medians. Hard shoulders
are mainly paved, and are mostly 0.5 m wide.
D1 is a single carriageway road with two lanes on the most part, one lane per direction. The
lanes are 3.5 m wide, the hard shoulders are mainly paved, and are varying from 0 - 1 m in
width. Most of the intersections are at grade with only few roundabouts.
As for the pedestrian facilities, they do not exist at the 99% of the inspected road, i.e. there is
a very small number of signalized pedestrian crossings, with or without traffic lights, refuges
and grade separated facilities.
Regarding hazardous objects at the side of a driver or passenger in the front seat, such
objects are recorded in the length of 85,3 km (61%), at the distance of 1 to 5 m from the edge
line. These objects include in the first place deep canals, steep slopes, trees and poles of a
diameter greater than 10 cm, etc. However, the most common hazardous objects are safety
barriers with their unsafe start and end points.

2.1.1 Details of the recorded road attributes
On the basis of the analysis of the inspection’s data the following Table presents details of the
inspected network.
Vehicle flow (AADT)

km

%

1000 - 5000

148

31

10000 - 15000

135.8

28

20000 - 40000

130.2

27

5000 - 10000

67

14

Area type

km

%

Rural / open area

430.7

90

Urban / rural town or village

50.2

10

km

%

480.1

100

1 bicycle observed

0.8

0

Bicycle peak hour flow

km

%

None

270

56

1 to 5

17.5

4

6 to 25

112.8

23

26 to 50

80.6

17

km

%

480.9

100

Vehicle Occupant Star Rating Policy Target

km

%

4 Star

270

56

210.8

44

Bicycle observed flow
None

Bicycle Star Rating Policy Target
Not applicable

Not applicable
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Carriageway label

km

%

Carriageway A of a divided carriageway road

135

28

Carriageway B of a divided carriageway road

135

28

210.9

44

km

%

480.9

100

Curvature

km

%

Straight or gently curving

312

65

Moderate

141.4

29

Sharp

25.9

5

Very sharp

1.6

0

Delineation

km

%

478.4

99

Poor

2.5

1

Differential speed limits

km

%

365.9

76

Present

115

24

Facilities for bicycles

km

%

480.9

100

km

%

None

480.9

100

Grade

km

%

>= 0% to <7.5%

470

98

>= 7.5% to <10%

4.6

1

>= 10%

6.3

1

Points

%

>=15,000 vehicles

1

0

5,000 to 10,000 vehicles

12

0

1,000 to 5,000 vehicles

26

1

100 to 1,000 vehicles

88

2

1 to 100 vehicles

399

8

None

4285

89

Intersection channelisation

Points

%

Not present

4728

98

83

2

Points

%

Adequate

171

4

Poor

355

7

Not applicable

4285

89

Intersection type

Points

%

Merge lane

53

1

Roundabout

5

0

3-leg (unsignalised) with protected turn lane

22

0

3-leg (unsignalised) with no protected turn lane

403

8

Undivided road
Centreline rumble strips
Not present

Adequate

Not present

None
Facilities for motorised two wheelers

Intersecting road volume

Present
Intersection quality
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4-leg (unsignalised) with protected turn lane

6

0

4-leg (unsignalised) with no protected turn lane

35

1

4-leg (signalised) with no protected turn lane

1

0

4285

89

1

0

km

%

419.8

87

Farming and agricultural

9.4

2

Residential

38.6

8

Commercial

7.5

2

Not Recorded

1.9

0

Educational

0.7

0

3

1

km

%

425.9

89

7

1

Residential

39.1

8

Commercial

7

1

Not Recorded

0.5

0

Educational

0.1

0

Industrial and manufacturing

1.3

0

Lane width

km

%

Wide (>= 3.25m)

423.3

88

Medium (>= 2.75m to < 3.25m)

57.6

12

km

%

216.5

45

Safety barrier - concrete

48

10

Physical median width >= 5.0m to < 10.0m

2.2

0

Physical median width >= 1.0m to < 5.0m

1.1

0

Physical median width >= 0m to < 1.0m

0.1

0

Flexipost

1.3

0

Central hatching (>1m)

0.3

0

201.5

42

Wide centre line (0.3m to 1m)

9.8

2

Motorcycle %

km

%

480.9

100

km

%

480.9

100

Motorcycle speed limit

km

%

40km/h

6.6

1

50km/h

40.1

8

60km/h

30.2

6

70km/h

14.5

3

80km/h

25.1

5

None
Median crossing point - formal
Land use - driver-side
Undeveloped areas

Industrial and manufacturing
Land use - passenger-side
Undeveloped areas
Farming and agricultural

Median type
Safety barrier - metal

Centre line

1% - 5%
Motorcycle observed flow
None
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90km/h

90.2

19

100km/h

52.2

11

110km/h

109.4

23

130km/h

112.6

23

Motorcycle Star Rating Policy Target

km

%

4 Star

270

56

210.8

44

km

%

One

203.3

42

Two

225.2

47

Three

44.8

9

Four or more

1.9

0

Two and one

4.9

1

Three and two

0.7

0

Operating Speed (85th percentile)

km

%

50km/h

5.5

1

55km/h

1.1

0

60km/h

40.1

8

70km/h

30.2

6

80km/h

14.5

3

90km/h

24.8

5

100km/h

90.5

19

110km/h

52.2

11

120km/h

109.4

23

130km/h
Operating Speed (mean)

112.6
km

23
%

40km/h

5.5

1

45km/h

1.1

0

50km/h

40.1

8

55km/h

30.2

6

60km/h

14.5

3

70km/h

24.8

5

80km/h

90

19

90km/h

52.7

11

95km/h

109.4

23

115km/h

112.6

23

Paved shoulder - driver-side

km

%

Wide (>= 2.4m)

0.4

0

Medium (>= 1.0m to < 2.4m)

10.1

2

Narrow (>= 0m to < 1.0m)

452.6

94

None

17.8

4

km

%

174.9

36

5

1

Not applicable
Number of lanes

Paved shoulder - passenger-side
Wide (>= 2.4m)
Medium (>= 1.0m to < 2.4m)
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Narrow (>= 0m to < 1.0m)

282.6

59

None

18.4

4

Points

%

40

1

No facility

4771

99

Pedestrian crossing facilities - intersecting road

Points

%

Signalised without refuge

1

0

Unsignalised marked crossing with refuge

1

0

Unsignalised marked crossing without a refuge

31

1

No facility

4778

99

Pedestrian crossing quality

Points

%

Adequate

59

1

Poor

2

0

4750

99

km

%

480.9

100

km

%

480.7

100

1 pedestrian crossing observed

0.2

0

Pedestrian observed flow along the road driver-side

km

%

476.8

99

1 pedestrian along driver-side observed

1.9

0

2 to 3 pedestrians along driver-side observed

1.2

0

4 to 5 pedestrians along driver-side observed

0.4

0

8+ pedestrians along driver-side observed

0.6

0

Pedestrian observed flow along the road passenger-side

km

%

478.1

99

1 pedestrian along passenger-side observed

1.6

0

2 to 3 pedestrians along passenger-side observed

0.9

0

4 to 5 pedestrians along passenger-side observed

0.3

0

Pedestrian peak hour flow across the road

km

%

0

454.1

94

1 to 5

17.9

4

6 to 25

8.9

2

Pedestrian peak hour flow along the road driver-side

km

%

0

270

56

1 to 5

49.3

10

6 to 25

59.6

12

26 to 50

19.7

4

51 to 100

82.3

17

Pedestrian peak hour flow along the road passenger-side

km

%

0

270

56

1 to 5

43.5

9

6 to 25

65.4

14

Pedestrian crossing facilities - inspected road
Unsignalised marked crossing without a refuge

Not applicable
Pedestrian fencing
Not present
Pedestrian observed flow across the road
None

None

None
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26 to 50

19.7

4

51 to 100

82.3

17

Not applicable

480.9

100

Property access points

km

%

Commercial Access 1+

13.1

3

Residential Access 3+

27.9

6

Residential Access 1 or 2

31.3

7

None

408.6

85

km

%

480.9

100

km

%

480.8

100

Medium

0.1

0

Roads that cars can read

km

%

480.9

100

km

%

0 to <1m

171.2

36

1 to <5m

52.3

11

5 to <10m

3.5

1

253.9

53

km

%

Safety barrier - metal

231.6

48

Safety barrier - concrete

49.9

10

Aggressive vertical face

7

1

Upwards slope - rollover gradient

12.8

3

Upwards slope - no rollover gradient

2.5

1

5

1

Downwards slope

8.2

2

Cliff

2.4

0

Tree >=10cm dia.

93.4

19

Sign, post or pole >= 10cm dia.

28.1

6

4

1

Frangible structure or building

4.8

1

Unprotected safety barrier end

17.3

4

Large boulders >=20cm high

0.9

0

None

12.9

3

km

%

0 to <1m

225.5

47

1 to <5m

207

43

5 to <10m

3.6

1

>=10m

44.8

9

km

%

Safety barrier - metal

95.4

20

Safety barrier - concrete

57.8

12

Quality of curve
Adequate
Road condition
Good

Does not meet specification
Roadside severity - driver-side distance

>= 10m
Roadside severity - driver-side object

Deep drainage ditch

Non-frangible structure/bridge or building

Roadside severity - passenger-side distance

Roadside severity - passenger-side object
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Aggressive vertical face

34.5

7

Upwards slope - rollover gradient

31.8

7

Upwards slope - no rollover gradient

9.8

2

Deep drainage ditch

3.1

1

Downwards slope

8.5

2

Cliff

4.7

1

Tree >= 10cm dia.

98.5

20

Sign, post or pole >=10cm dia.

35.7

7

Non-frangible structure/bridge or building

5.4

1

Frangible structure or building

3.2

1

Unprotected safety barrier end

52.8

11

Large boulders >= 20cm high

1.4

0

None

38.2

8

km

%

474.9

99

6

1

School zone crossing supervisor

Points

%

Not applicable (no school at the location)

4811

100

School zone warning

Points

%

School zone flashing beacons

11

0

School zone static signs or road markings

10

0

Not applicable (no school at the location)

4790

100

Service road

km

%

Not present

480.9

100

km

%

480.9

100

Sidewalk - driver-side

km

%

Physical barrier

2.1

0

Non-physical separation 1.0m to <3.0m

2.4

0

Non-physical separation 0m to <1.0m

35.4

7

None

440.8

92

Informal path 0m to <1.0m

0.1

0

Sidewalk - passenger-side

km

%

Physical barrier

2.4

0

Non-physical separation 1.0m to <3.0m

2.6

1

Non-physical separation 0m to <1.0m

42.9

9

None

432.8

90

Informal path 0m to <1.0m

0.2

0

Sight distance

km

%

473.3

98

Poor

7.6

2

Skid resistance / grip

km

%

480.9

100

km

%

Roadworks
No road works
Minor road works in progress

Shoulder rumble strips
Not present

Adequate

Sealed - adequate
Speed limit
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40km/h

6.6

1

50km/h

40.1

8

60km/h

30.4

6

70km/h

14.5

3

80km/h

25.1

5

90km/h

90

19

100km/h

52.2

11

110km/h

109.4

23

130km/h

112.6

23

km

%

480.7

100

Present

0.2

0

Street lighting

km

%

Not present

400.5

83

Present

80.4

17

Truck speed limit

km

%

40km/h

6.6

1

50km/h

40.1

8

60km/h

30.2

6

70km/h

14.5

3

80km/h

118.7

25

90km/h

270.8

56

km

%

Low

134.1

28

Medium

137.5

29

High

209.2

44

km

%

Low

468.3

97

Medium

11.7

2

High

0.9

0

Speed management / traffic calming
Not present

Upgrade cost

Vehicle parking

Table 2: Details of the inspected road network in CROATIA
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The total of 481 km of roads (carriageway length) were inspected, where 90% of the
carriageway length of inspected roads were in rural/open area and the remaining 10 percent
in urban environment. Inspected road network includes the total of 270 km (56%) of divided
carriageway and 211 km (44%) of undivided roads. Most of the observed road network
consist of two way state roads with one lane in each direction of travel (42% of the inspected
roads) and motorways with two lanes in each direction of travel (47% of the inspected roads).
Remaining part of inspected road network (around 10%) includes roads with different number
of lanes in each direction (two and one, three and two lanes) and roads with three, four or
more lanes in each direction of travel.
On the 76% of inspected roads, speed limit is in the range of about 90 to 130 km/h. Speed
limit in the remaining parts of observed road network is in the range of 40 to 90 km/h. Most of
the inspected road network consist of a straight and gently curving sections (around 65% of
network). Moderate, sharp and very sharp curves are recorded on the remaining 35% of the
observed road network. On the two way state roads opposing traffic flows are mainly
separated only with centre line (around 42% of network). On the motorway sections, traffic
flows are mainly separated with physical elements (metal and concrete safety barriers) (55%
of network). Remaining median type attributes (physical median without safety barrier,
flexiposts, central hatching and wide center line) are recorded on only about 3% of inspected
road network. Recorded dangerous objects on the driver side of the road primarily include
trees greater than 10 cm in diameter (19% of network), unprotected signs, posts or poles (6%
of network) and unprotected safety barrier ends (4% of network). Driver side of the road is
adequately protected with existing metal and concrete safety barriers on about 58% of
inspected road network.
Remaining roadside severity-driver side attributes are recorded on only about 13% of
observed network. Recorded dangerous objects on the passenger side of the road primarily
include trees greater than 10 cm in diameter (20% of network), unprotected signs, posts or
poles (7% of network), unprotected safety barrier ends (11% of network), aggressive vertical
face (7% of network) and upwards slope-rollover gradient (7% of network). Passenger side of
the road is adequately protected with existing metal and concrete safety barriers on about 32%
of inspected road network. Remaining roadside severity-passenger side attributes are
recorded on only about 16% of observed network. Analysis of road sections show that high
upgrade costs are recorded on a relatively large part of the inspected road network (around
44% of network). Medium and low upgrade costs are recorded on 29 percent and 28 percent
of observed network elements, respectively.
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3 Data collection and coding
3.1

Road Survey

Complete Survey of 481 kms of road network in Croatia and prepare the video survey
data according to the International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP) Survey and Coding
Specification.
The goal of the Road Survey was to prepare video data according to the EuroRAP (iRAP)
Road Protection Score (RPS) Star Ratings in order to assess the level of risk of a fatal or
serious injury to the road user contributed by the road infrastructure. The protocols used have
been developed by EuroRAP (iRAP) to assess the level of risk relevant to car occupants,
pedestrians, bicyclists and motorcyclists on urban, semi-urban and rural roads.
The road video survey was conducted on 481 km of road network in Croatia and the
videos were prepared for coding according to the International Road Assessment Programme
(iRAP) Survey and Coding Specification. The surveys were conducted in December 2013 on
the following sections:
•

D1 (state road – single carriage way)
o

52 km - From Gornji Đurmanec (46.26270°N, 15.8690°E)
To: Jablanovec (45.87851°N, 15.8194°E)

o

159 kms - From Karlovac – Mostanje (45.46585°N, 15.56005°E)
To: Gračac (44.29977°N, 15.8599°E)

•

A1, A6 (motorways – dual carriage way)
o

135 km - From NP Lučko (toll booth) (45.74896°N, 15.88389°E)
To: NP Rijeka (toll booth) (45.37695°N, 14.52388°E)

o

135 km – From: NP Rijeka (toll booth) (45.37695°N, 14.52388°E)
To: NP Lučko (toll booth) (45.74896°N, 15.88389°E)

3.1.1 Road Survey Equipment
FPZ accredited surveying system was used for video surveys. Faculty of transport and traffic
sciences - FPZ has developed system and a set of tools (based on EuroRAP (iRAP)
specifications) to create inspection data that is then used to calculate risks and identify priority
network safety upgrading schemes and aid investment decisions. FPZ uses the EuroRAP
(iRAP) tools to generate RPS scores for all road user groups, use inspection data to estimate
the expected number of causalities on a route, generate countermeasures and determine the
best value network safety upgrading programmes through economic appraisal. All RPS
calculations and data-processing is carried out via web-tools (E-ceste and ViDA) to ensure
good access to the data and complete consistency across the programme.
All the surveys were done according to iRAP standards by Faculty of transport and traffic
sciences equipped survey vehicle that has the following technical specifications:
A. VIDEO
The survey vehicle has recorded the videos in the following recording modes to up to 110
km/h:
•

Single front/back camera mode:
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o

Video resolution 1920x1080 at 30fps (170 degrees angle of view,
progressive scan)

B. GEOREFERENCING
The video surveys were georeferenced using a satellite positioning devices of SPS accuracy.
Georeferencing interval was 10 Hz, interval length varying regarding to vehicle speed,
between 0,04m at 5km/h and 1,2m at the speed of 130 km/h respective to position accuracy.
Georeferencig of video frames is frame accurate, and the positioning accuracy exceeds less
than 10m accuracy requirement in more than 90% of the time.
•

GPS – GLONASS dual chip GNSS receiver - NMEA 0183 sentence output.
(Accuracy less than 5 m 95% of the time, typically less than 3 m)

All videos have been uploaded to FPZ server at ftts-eurorap.org and are available upon
request:

Figure 4: The inspection vehicle
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3.2

Coding Team

List of Team Members and executives of the project team:

no

1

Name of Team
Member / executive

Role /
position
within the
Project
team

Prof. Ivan Dadić, Ph.D.

Senior
project
advisor/supe
rvisor

Experience in Similar projects involved, title of
projects, role in the project








2

Marko Ševrović, M.Sc.

Chief
engineer/Dat
a quality
manager





3

Marko Šoštarić, M.Sc.

RPS
Inspector





4

Bojan Jovanović,
Mag.ing.traff.

RPS
Inspector

5

Darko Babić, Ph. D.

RPS
Inspector

6

Mario Perković,
Mag.ing.traff.

RPS
Inspector



EuroRAP RPS inspection of D2 road in Croatia,
Senior Consultant
Scientific project “Mapping and Assessing the
State of Traffic InFrastructure” - Project Leader
Road inventory database for Croatian roads –
Project leader, senior expert
Research projects at the Ministry of Science
and Technology “Traffic safety from the aspect
of participant-surroundings relations” – Head
researcher
Conference Proceedings “A computer vision
assisted geoinformation inventory for traffic
infrastructure” – Researcher
EuroRAP RPS inspection of D2, A8, A9, D3
road in Croatia, Chief engineer/Data quality
manager
Scientific project “Mapping and Assessing the
State of Traffic InFrastructure” - Researcher
Road inventory database for Croatian roads –
Project manager, chef engineer, software
developer, GIS expert.
EuroRAP RPS inspection of D2, A8, A9, D3,
road in Croatia, RPS Inspector
Scientific project “Mapping and Assessing the
State of Traffic InFrastructure” - Researcher
The use of geo-referenced video in the increase
of traffic safety
EuroRAP RPS inspection of D2, A8, A9, D3,
road in Croatia, RPS Inspector



EuroRAP RPS inspection of D2, A8, A9, D3,
road in Croatia, RPS Inspector



EuroRAP RPS inspection of D2, A8, A9, D3,
road in Croatia, RPS Inspector
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3.3

Data coding

FPZ accredited surveying system was used for video surveys. Faculty of transport and traffic
sciences – FPZ (In cooperation with Faculty of Geodesy and Promet i Prostor company) has
developed system and a set of tools (based on EuroRAP (iRAP) specifications) to create
inspection data that is then used to calculate risks and identify priority network safety
upgrading schemes and aid investment decisions. FPZ uses the EuroRAP (iRAP) tools to
generate RPS scores for all road user groups, use inspection data to estimate the expected
number of causalities on a route, generate countermeasures and determine the best value
network safety upgrading programmes through economic appraisal. All RPS calculations and
data-processing is carried out via web-tools (FPZ RPS Coding Toolkit and ViDA) to ensure
good access to the data and complete consistency across the programme.
The coding is done through the coder web interface (Figure 5) on 10 m sections by clicking on
the appropriate attribute on the toolbars. The interface can be customizable to ensure
maximum visibility of road features and active attributes. Attributes can also be assigned
using spatial selection tool by selecting a desired section and assigning an attribute. The
export files are created according to the iRAP upload file format (as defined in RAP-SR-3.3
Upload file specification).
FPZ Coding toolkit is an open source HTML5 web based application for identifying and
registering spatial features in georeferenced video. Registered features are stored in spatial
database PostgreSQL (PostGIS) so that can be easily integrated with other third party GIS
applications. Spatial feature are rendered troughs web mapping service called GeoServer that
converts vector features into raster images which enables displaying hundreds of thousands
of features in extremely short time in modern internet browsers.
The coding was done by a three member team of iRAP certified coders. The coding team was
supervised at all times by a qualified staff member from the supplier. The supplier supervisor
has undertaken regular quality assurance reviews of the coding in accordance with the RAPSR-2.4 Road Inspection Quality Assurance Guide .
The quality assurance process was the next important phase of the coding process and
assessed whether the road attributes captured in the road inspection had been rated correctly.
It was an important validation step prior to calculation of Star Ratings, data interrogation and
further consultation with stakeholders.
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Figure 5 FPZ Video Management and coding tool showing a detail from A6 video survey
data (Croatia)

Figure 6 The FPZ Coding team discussing potential hazardous object
A requirement of the RAP method, according to the RAP-SR-2-4 – Road Coding Quality
Assurance Guide, is the external review of a minimum 10% of the data coded from road
inspections. It is recommended that this external review is carried out at three key stages of
the process – after completion of 25%, 50% and 100% of the coding. This enables issues to
be resolved early thus reducing the amount of recoding required.
The Quality Assurance of the specific dataset was performed by INDIAN ROAD SURVEY &
MANAGEMENT PVT LTD (IRSM) which is an accredited RAP supplier and was
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commissioned by the SENSOR project to perform the QA task.
The basic assumptions used regarding the traffic volume, the pedestrian and bicycle volume,
the operating speed, the crash data the countermeasure costs and the economic data on
which the made during the coding phase are presented in the following paragraphs.

3.4

Traffic Volume

To get the traffic volume distribution of whole network, the official Croatian data published in
“Traffic Counting on the Roadways of Croatia in 2013” were used, provided by the Croatian
Road Administration and based on traffic-flow census 2013 (see http://www.hrvatskeceste.hr/UserDocsImages/PDF/CroDig2013.pdf),
“Traffic Counting on the Roadways of Croatia in 2013” contains selected results of traffic
counting on Croatian roads during the year 2013. Systematic traffic monitoring and data
collection on the roadways of the Republic of Croatia began in 1971. A traffic counting
program that was in the year 2013 implemented for the forty-third time in succession, served
to collect essential data about the traffic flow characteristics. This created a basis for
publishing "Traffic Counting on the Roadways of Croatia in 2013", where basic, and selected
information obtained through this program, as well as the results of a subsequent data
analysis, were comprehensively brought out.
These were, for data collection in 2013, by type:
•

D1 traffic data obtained with stationary counters belonging to "Croatian Roads
Ltd." – by "PROMETIS d.o.o.";

•

D1 traffic data obtained with portable automatic counters – by "PROMETIS
d.o.o.";

•

traffic data on the part of A1 (intersection Bosiljevo 2 – Čarapine)– by "Croatian
Motorways Ltd.";

•

traffic data on the motorway A6, by "Rijeka - Zagreb Motorway Ltd.";

For each data processing method, corresponding to a procedure for computing AADT and
ASDT, there is a characteristic, counterpart traffic counting method. The procedure of
processing continuous automatic traffic counts data is based on the assumption that the
counting encompasses all days or all hours of a year, respectively, which renders the
deviations minute. On the grounds of the analyses of temporal series applied onto those
counts, in cases when data for one driving direction was missing, it has been found the data
can be replaced on the basis of relationships between the directions, established in a former
period.
Accordingly, when a complete coverage is reached through the counting, the AADT and
ASDT are computed as the arithmetic mean of traffic, counted in the respective period.
However, such an approach, if data is partly missing, which actually often happens, becomes
downright questionable. When data is missing for a certain site of automatic traffic counting,
which can cast ambiguity upon the computed AADT and ASDT (as arithmetic means for the
corresponding counted traffic), the estimate is obtained using the intricate statistical methods.
Data processing for tollways is based on a special procedure adapted for that method of
collection and arrangement of data, as well as on a particular method of presentation of the
results.
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3.4.1 Pedestrian and Bicycle volume
The ViDA model requires also inputting four types of flows for each 100m section of the
surveyed network:
•

Pedestrian peak hour flow across the road

•

Pedestrian peak hour flow along the driver-side

•

Pedestrian peak hour flow along the passenger-side

•

Bicyclist peak hour flow along the road

These types of data are difficult to obtain as there are no relevant measurements. To
overcome this issue, appropriate estimations were made using the RAP pre-processor tool.
This tool estimates the pedestrians and bicyclists flows based on the coded attributes like
Land use, Area type, Pedestrian crossing facilities, Sidewalk provision etc.
Since on the motorway network it is forbidden to walk or cycle and this is subject to strict
supervision the values for pedestrian crossing, along and cycle along were set to none.
For the D1 road the basic flows and the multiplier matrix for various land use along the road
are displayed in Figures 7-10.

Figure 7 Basic pedestrian crossing flow
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Figure 8 Basic pedestrian along flow

Figure 9 Basic cyclist along flow

In addition, number of conditions was applied to better estimate the real pedestrian and
bicyclist flows.
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Figure 10 The IF Statements setup screen
The assumptions surrounding pedestrian flow crossing the road have been chosen
conservatively. In the absence of local data or knowledge this is often a better course of
action because it discourages the model from proposing measures at inappropriate locations.
Local input during stakeholder consultation will enable refinement to targeting of pedestrian
provision but it is likely that priorities should in any case focus on the review and improvement
of existing pedestrian crossing facilities.

3.5

Operating Speed

The level of risk of death or serious injury on a road is highly dependent on the speed at
which the traffic travels. The RAP method indicates that risk assessments must be performed
using the ‘operating speed’ on a road. Operating speed is defined as being the greater of the
legislated speed limit or the measured 85th percentile speed. The operating speed is one of
52 variables used in generating the Star Rating and an indication of the relationship between
speed and assumed risk can be seen in the appendices. (Mean speed is used in the fatality
estimation routines.)
EuroRAP and iRAP who supported this work have experience and data from survey work in
about 80 countries worldwide. Estimated operating speeds across the networks surveyed in
SENSoR were measured in a series of counts in SENSoR countries (notably in Slovenia)
where it was possible to work with road authorities and other stakeholders. Some examples
of these counts are provided in the annexes of many of the SENSoR technical reports. When
possible, these counts were supplemented with advice from local engineers and
police. Informal estimates were also made from the survey vehicle on an ad hoc basis whilst
it was travelling as a “floating vehicle” in the traffic stream using techniques long-established
in traffic engineering (see, for example, the comments in the “Moving Car Observer”
[1]
technique (Wardrop and Charlesworth (1954) ).

[1]

Wardrop J. G. and Charlesworth G. (1954). A method of estimating speed and flow of traffic from a
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Nevertheless, speed data are not usually available for every individual road or section at
frequent intervals and, in the absence of detailed information, it is necessary to make
assumptions about general speeds over the network based on the available data and local
knowledge. Many EuroRAP and iRAP speed surveys have found that it is not uncommon for
th
85 percentile speeds to exceed the speed limit by 10 km/h over a range of speeds. Within
the context and limitations of a drive-through survey, this is the assumption used in this work
and generally it is supported by speed counts taken in these countries and their
neighbours. It is though recognised that there will be variation between roads and locations,
times of day, and indeed between countries, based upon such factors as level of speed limit
enforcement, road layout, local features such as bends, general attitudes to speed, levels of
traffic, to name just a few. Part of this stakeholder consultation is to seek information and set
data collection in place that will provide richer data sources for future road assessments.
There is no obtainable speed measurement data on the Croatian network. In order to get
familiar with the speed behaviour of local drivers, speed measurement data from previous
project and research done by the Faculty of Transport and traffic sciences was used. In this
previous project, some of measurements along the A1 and A5 motorways were made for a
significant amount of time (3 days to 1 week). Details on the measurements are provided in
Annex 2.
Based on these measurements, the experience of the survey team, and also consultation with
local engineers, an assumption was made about the speed behaviour of the drivers in Croatia.
Assumption is that the key variable affecting the operating speed is the speed limit. Given
these assumptions and the measurements made, Table 3 was created in order to determine
the mean and the 85th percentile speeds based on the posted speed.

Table 3 - Operating speeds in Croatia
Speed limit [km/h]

<30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

85th - percentile speed

45

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

125

130

Mean speed

35

40

50

55

60

70

80

90

95

105

115

Due to unavailability of real speed data on a network scale, this table was used for the entire
surveyed network and shall be sufficient estimation of the real driving behaviour of the local
drivers.

3.6

Crash Data

The crash number, the number of fatalities and the number of seriously injured person for all
roads are used to support the countermeasure selection and economic analysis.
The crash data was obtained from previous researchers based on EuroRAP Risk Rate
protocol. The data from Risk Rate map for period 2010-2012 was used. For the purposes of
calibration, it was assumed that the annual number of fatal injuries on the surveyed network

moving vehicle. Proc. Inst. Civil Eng. part II, 3, 158-171.
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was a total of 27, divided as follows: 18 vehicle occupants, 4 motorcyclists, 3 pedestrians and
2 bicyclists. The model assumes 10 serious injuries per death and therefore 5940 fatal and
serious injuries over 20 years under existing conditions.

3.7

Countermeasures costs

In order the Safer Road Investment Plan to be developed, the costs of various
countermeasures must be estimated. This will enable the determination of the benefit-cost
ratio of each proposed countermeasure. The costs must include all costs of design,
engineering, materials, work, land as well as maintenance for their entire life cycle.
Within SENSoR, the basic costs were determined using a common approach followed by all
project partners. This approach was based on a research implemented by the SENSOR
project partner AMZS Slovenia.
The cost were send to Croatian road authority (HC) and Rijeka-Zagreb motorway (ARZ)
company for verification on several occasions but no answer was received. FTTS (FPZ) has
adjusted the costs based on previous researches, GDP, and known prices in Croatia. The
resulting spreadsheet with costs is presented in Annex 3. The costs are in Croatian Kuna
(HRK). The countermeasure costs data used output should be considered as model patterns;
however the ViDA online software allows calibrating the countermeasure costs according to
exact data, given by the particular national road authorities.
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3.8

Economic data

1. Analysis period
The number of years over which the economic benefits of the Safer Roads Investment Plan is
calculated. The value for this project is set to 20 years.
2. Gross Domestic Product
The key figure for the Safer Road Investment Plan is the GDP per capita in local currency. As
the source of this figure the IMF World Economic Outlook Database of October 2013 was
used. The GDP per capita in Croatia for 2013 is 13.562 USD (76.796 HRK)
3. Discount rate and minimum attractive rate of return
Discounting is a technique used, among other things, to estimate costs and benefits that
occur in different time periods and is used to calculate the Net Present Values (NPV) and
budgets required within iRAP’s ViDA software. The appropriate discount rate to use can vary
by country and in many investment project modelling exercises is set in consultation with the
funder. Typically, the discount rate varies from 4% to 12%, the latter figure being often used in
World Bank transport projects. In SENSoR, a figure of 12% has been used in many countries,
whereas in others, after local consultation, 9% and 4% has been used. A sensitivity analysis
conducted within the ViDA Model showed that from a practical perspective, at a 12% discount
rate compared with 4%, the total Present Value of safety benefits was approximately halved,
the overall estimated cost of the investment is reduced by about a third and the estimated
number of fatal and serious injuries saved over 20 years is reduced by about 10%. Lists of
triggered countermeasures are similar with, as expected, slightly fewer sites or lengths of
road recommended for improvement when the discount rate is higher. Again, as part of the
consultation process in individual countries, variations on the discount rate can be trialled. In
Croatia, a discount rate of 12% has been used in this consultation report. The minimum
attractive rate of return has been set at the decimal fraction equivalent. High discount rates
and the implied zero-traffic growth assumption within the model would mean that the Benefit
Cost Ratios and estimates of casualties saved are highly conservative.
4. Value of life
This figure reflects the social cost of one fatality on the road. In this project the iRAP
recommendation of GDP x 70 (see McMahon and Dahdah: The True Costs of Road Crashes,
2
iRAP 2010) was used. Thus, the value of life was estimated as 5.375.685,00 HRK
5. Value of serious injury
This figure reflects the social cost of one serious injury on the road. In this project the iRAP
recommendation of Value of life x 0.25 (see McMahon and Dahdah, 2008): The True Costs of
Road Crashes, iRAP 2010) was used. Thus, the value of serious was estimated as
1.343.921,25 HRK.

2

http://www.irap.org/en/about-irap-3/research-and-technical-papers?download=45:the-true-cost-of-roadcrashes-valuing-life-and-the-cost-of-a-serious-injury-espaol
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4 Star Rating Results
Based on the coded and supporting data, the ViDA online software produces star rating of the
surveyed network. The star rating is based on individual relative risk for four user groups –
vehicle occupants, passengers, motorcyclists and bicyclists. Therefore, four different star
ratings were produced. The software is also capable of smoothing the data in order to
eliminate random star rating differences over short sections of road.

4.1

Overall Star Ratings Results

The Star Ratings results for the entire road network analysed are presented in the next
figures for each user group.

Figure 11 - Star Rating results for the inspected network
As seen from the previous figure, only 8% of the Croatian surveyed network was awarded 5
stars, and 20% was awarded 4 stars for the vehicle occupants. On the other hand 21% of the
network gained only 1 star. The rating for motorcyclists is worse, where 37% of the network
length belongs to the one-star high-risk category.
Pedestrians’ and bicyclists’ results are distorted by the fact that about half of the inspected
network was not star rated for pedestrians and bicyclists. This is due to non-existent
pedestrian and bicyclist flow on these sections. Most of the time, they are dual-carriageway,
rural highways. Nevertheless, it is evident that the rated road sections for the vulnerable road
users were awarded poor rating, especially the pedestrians’ safety rating turned out to be very
low.
The table shows the Star Rating before smoothing – raw data. The next figures show Star
Rating maps after smoothing.
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Figure 12 - Star Rating map for vehicle occupants

Figure 13 Star Rating map for motorcyclists
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Figure 14 - Star Rating map for pedestrians

Figure 15 - Star Rating map for bicyclists
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4.2

Detailed Star Ratings Results

In the next chapters, few road sections were chosen to demonstrate the Star Rating results in
detail, and to explain the reasons behind the overall poor rating. These sections can be
understood as case studies where the most common road safety deficits are identified, and
their risk to the road users is explained.

4.2.1 D1 Section 8 (Slunj – Grabovac)
The section (Slunj- Grabovac) was selected for this analysis because the star rating results
are consistent with the ones form Risk Rating protocols by which this section is marked as
“Medium High Risk”.
The total length of the section is 22 km. the section is shown on the following map:

Figure 16 Star Rating map for the D1 Section 8 (Slunj – Grabovac)
Average Annual Daily Traffic on observed road section falls into a coding range of 1.000 to
5.000 vehicles per day. Most of the observed road section (around 79%) is a two way state
road with one lane in each direction of travel. Remaining part of observed road section
(around 21%) is a two way state road with different number of lanes in each direction (two
and one lane).
Star ratings results (Figures 17 and 18) clearly indicate that the most of the observed road
section (around 66%) is assessed as high risk category road. Remaining parts of the
observed section have medium-high, medium and medium-low risk rates. High levels of risk
on the observed road section are primarily a result of the large number dangerous spots
which significantly increase the possibility of fatal traffic accident occurrence. Unprotected
safety barrier ends, signs, posts or poles and trees alongside the road are main types of
dangerous object which contribute to overall high risk rate of the observed road section.
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Figure 17 Star Rating results for road section D1 Section 8 (Slunj – Grabovac)

Figure 18 Star Rating Worm chart (smoothed) for the D1 Section 8 (Slunj – Grabovac)
Analysis of detailed road conditions shows that recorded dangerous objects on the driver side
of the observed road section primarily include trees greater than 10 cm in diameter (65% of
observed section), unprotected signs, posts or poles (15% of observed section) and
unprotected safety barrier ends (6% of network). Remaining roadside severity-driver side
attributes are recorded on only about 10% of observed road section. Recorded dangerous
objects on the passenger side of the observed road section primarily include trees greater
than 10 cm in diameter (57% of observed section), unprotected signs, posts or poles (16% of
observed section), unprotected safety barrier ends (4% of observed section), aggressive
vertical face (14% of observed section) and upwards slope-rollover gradient (3% of observed
section). Remaining roadside severity-passenger side attributes are recorded on only about 6%
of observed road section. High risk rates on the observed road section arise mainly from the
fact that, both on driver and passenger side of the road, only about 4% of observed section is
adequately protected with existing metal and concrete safety barriers.
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Figure 19 Example of dangerous location without safety barrier.
On certain locations, risk of traffic accidence occurrence is significantly increased due to
absence of safety barrier (Figure 18). On such locations, there is a possibility of vehicle runoff crashes as well as vehicle impact on trees, signs, posts or poles and other unprotected
objects alongside road. At such locations, it is necessary to set up a safety barrier of
appropriate length to prevent the possibility of severe and fatal traffic accident occurrence.

Figure 20 Example of dangerous location with inadequately protected passenger side
of the road.
Figure 19 shows an example of dangerous location with inadequately protected passenger
side of the road. Existing stone barrier cannot efficiently prevent vehicle run-off crashes,
especially in cases if there are large gaps between individual blocks of stone barrier. In the
case of vehicle impact on the stone block, kinetic energy of vehicle cannot be sufficiently
absorbed which can then result in severe or fatal accident occurrence. In order to secure this
type of locations, it is necessary to replace existing stone blocks with metal or concrete safety
barriers of appropriate length.
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Figure 21 Example of dangerous location with unprotected safety barrier end.
One of the main types of dangerous objects recorded on the observed road sections are
unprotected safety barrier ends (Figure 21). Since safety barrier ends are not appropriately
secured, vehicle impact on unprotected safety barrier end can often result in severe or fatal
traffic accidents with large material damage. On such locations, it is necessary to replace
existing barrier ends with crash cushions which absorb kinetic energy of vehicle during impact.
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4.2.2 A6 Section 4A (Delnice - Vrata)
The total length of the observed motorway section Delnice – Vrata is 9.5 km. The observed
section is shown on the Figure 22.

Figure 22 Vehicle occupants Smoothed SRS – A6 Section 4A

Average Annual Daily Traffic on observed motorway section falls into a coding range of
10.000 to 15.000 vehicles per day. Complete observed road section has a two lanes and an
emergency lane in each direction of travel.
Star ratings results (Figures 22 and 23) clearly indicate that the most of the observed
motorway section (around 74%) is assessed as medium or medium-low risk category road.
Remaining parts of the observed section have high and medium-high risk rates. High and
medium-high levels of risk on the observed road section are primarily a result of the
dangerous spots which significantly increase the possibility of fatal traffic accident occurrence.
Unprotected safety barrier ends, signs, posts or poles and aggressive vertical rock faces
alongside the road are main types of dangerous object which contribute to overall risk rate of
the observed motorway section.

Figure 23 Star Rating results for road section A6 Section 4A (Delnice – Vrata).
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Figure 24 Star Rating Worm chart (smoothed) for the A6 Section 4A (Delnice – Vrata).

Analysis of detailed motorway conditions shows that passenger side of the road is adequately
protected with existing metal and concrete safety barriers on about 72% of inspected road
network. Remaining roadside severity-passenger side attributes are recorded on about 28%
of observed network. Recorded dangerous objects on the passenger side of the observed
road section primarily include unprotected safety barrier ends (22% of observed section),
aggressive vertical rock face (15% of observed section) and unprotected signs, posts or poles
(2% of observed section) and upwards slope-rollover gradient (3% of observed section).
Remaining dangerous roadside severity-passenger side attributes are recorded on only about
1% of observed road section. Driver side of the road is adequately protected with existing
metal and concrete safety barriers in the median on about 98% of observed motorway section.
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Figure 25 Example of dangerous location with aggressive vertical rock face.
Figure 24 shows an example of dangerous location with aggressive vertical rock face. This
type of locations are very dangerous due to the possibility of vehicle collision with the
aggressive rock face alongside road. At such locations, it is necessary to set up a safety
barrier of appropriate length to prevent the possibility of severe and fatal traffic accident
occurrence.

Figure 26 Example of dangerous location without safety barrier.
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On certain locations, risk of traffic accidence occurrence is significantly increased due to
absence of safety barrier (Figure 25). On such locations, there is a possibility of vehicle runoff crashes as well as vehicle impact on trees, signs, posts or poles and other unprotected
objects alongside road. This locations also need to be secured with metal or concrete safety
barriers of appropriate length.

Figure 27 Example of dangerous location with unprotected safety barrier end.

One of the main types of dangerous objects recorded on the observed road sections are
unprotected safety barrier ends (Figure 27). Since safety barrier ends are not appropriately
secured, vehicle impact on unprotected safety barrier end can often result in severe or fatal
traffic accidents with large material damage. On such locations, it is necessary to replace
existing barrier ends with crash cushions which absorb kinetic energy of vehicle during impact.
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5 Safer Roads Investments Plan (SRIP)
The basic output of the RAP method, as described in paragraph 1 is the Safer Roads
Investment Plan. The SRIP presents all the countermeasures proved able to provide the
greater safety capacity and maximize the benefit over spent cost of the planned investments.
The countermeasures listed are indicative and will need to be assessed and sense-checked
with local engineers. The Safer Roads Investment Plan is not a “bill of works”. The cost of
each countermeasure is compared to the value of life and serious injuries that could be saved
and Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) is calculated for each countermeasure proposed. The
minimum threshold BCR for each countermeasure for the entire SRIP was set to 3.

5.1

Overall SRIP Results

The SRIP for the entire surveyed network would save 2,050 fatalities and serious injuries over
the analysis period of 20 years. The cost of these countermeasures adds up to approx. 260
million kn
The total BCR of the entire investment plan is 5. The next Figure presents the top 10
countermeasures of the SRIP in terms of saved lives and serious injuries (FSI).

Figure 28: Top 10 countermeasures for the entire road network, threshold BCR=3
(unrounded data)
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The Star Rating results after adopting all the proposed countermeasures are presented in the
next figures.

Figure 29 - Star Rating after implementing the SRIP
From the represented result it can be concluded that the proposed SRIP would improve the
safety on the inspected part of the Croatian road network significantly. For vehicle occupants,
the number of 1-Star high-risk roads would decrease to less than 2%, whereas the 5-Star
roads would be present in 23% of cases. Overall number of 98% of 3-or-more-Star roads is a
magnificent result. There are significant improvements in the motorcyclists’ safety, as well as
pedestrians’ and bicyclists’. However, effect of the SRIP on these user groups is relatively
lower than for the vehicle occupants due to the fact that some of the specific
countermeasures are not being recognized by Croatian road administration.

Figure 30 - Star Rating map for vehicle occupants after implementing the SRIP
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Figure 31 - Star Rating map for motorcyclists after implementing the SRIP

Figure 32 - Star Rating map for pedestrians after implementing the SRIP
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Figure 33 - Star Rating map for bicyclists after implementing the SRIP
The next figure presents the predicted casualty reductions after implementing the proposed
SRIP.

Figure 34 - Predicted casualty reduction map
This map gives a good insight on where to implement the countermeasures primarily to save
the most lives and serious injuries. It is clear that the predicted casualty reduction is evenly
spread throughout the network, with some evident ‘hot spots’ on a single carriageway road
(D1) where focus should be put in the first place because the predicted countermeasures are
expected to be most effective in those locations.
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5.2

Detailed SRIP Results

The next chapters present the SRIP details for each ‘case study’ presented in chapter 4
(threshold BCR=3 in all examples).

5.2.1 D1 Section 8 (Slunj – Grabovac)
Figure 35 shows the details of the SRIP on this section.

Figure 35 - SRIP for the D1 Section 8 (Slunj – Grabovac)
The Star Rating after implementing all proposed countermeasures at this section is the
subject of the next figures. It is evident that the safety conditions would be significantly
improved for all user groups. Especially the numbers for vehicle occupants and pedestrians
are very positive and should be the driving force for improvements, given the high seasonal
character of this road which is heavily used in the summer by tourists.
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Figure 36 Star Rating of the D1 Section 8 (Slunj – Grabovac) section after implementing
the SRIP

Figure 37 Star Rating map for vehicle occupants of D1 Section 8 (Slunj – Grabovac)
section after implementing the SRIP
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5.2.2

A6 Section 4A (Delnice - Vrata)

Figure 38 shows the details of the SRIP on this section.

Figure 38 SRIP for the A6 Section 4A (Delnice - Vrata)
The next figure shows the actual locations on which the safety barriers should be
implemented on the passenger side to lower the overall risk of casualties in accidents
involving cars leaving the carriageway.

Figure 39 - “Safety barrier passenger side” countermeasure implementation location
Safety barriers are used to stop ‘out of control' vehicles from: leaving the road and hitting
roadside hazards, including slopes (roadside barriers) crossing into the path of on-coming
vehicles (see median barriers). They are designed to redirect the vehicle and have a lower
severity than the roadside hazard they protect. There are three main types of safety barrier
(but within these types there are different systems which have their own specific performance
characteristics).
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Figure 40 Star Rating of the A6 Section 4A (Delnice - Vrata) section after implementing
the SRIP

Figure 41 Star Rating map for vehicle occupants of A6 Section 4A (Delinice - Vrata)
section after implementing the SRIP
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6 Conclusions
Road, as an traffic safety element is characterized by numerous factors including the
characteristics of the route of the road, the technical features of roads, pavement condition,
road transport equipment, lighting, intersection characteristics, effects of side barriers and
level of maintenance of the road. Traffic accidents are not uniformly distributed along the
entire length of the road, certain parts of the road have a higher risk rate than the other, which
is clearly shown on a map of the risk assessment on major roads in the Republic of Croatia
produced according to the EuroRAP (European Road Assessment Programme) methodology.
Risk maps show the cumulative risk level determined on the basis of the interaction between
the road users, vehicles and the road environment. The risk arising from the total number of
vehicle kilometres travelled is an indicator that serves the purpose so that results can be
compared with the results in other countries. The aim of this project was to disseminate
methods which could be used to increase traffic safety, and thus reduce the number of traffic
accidents.
The vision for the South East Neighbourhood Safe Routes (SENSoR) project is "to build a
South East Europe free of high risk roads". The project builds on outstanding cooperation
among automobile clubs, research institutes and authorities in the South East Europe region.
Together they are committed to identifying high risk roads using consistent and standardised
Road Assessment Programme (RAP) technology and methodology, measuring and mapping
the safety of roads and raising awareness among civil society and professionals alike of the
importance of safe road infrastructure. The SENSoR project builds on the already established
and well advanced Road Assessment Programme (RAP) methodology that includes protocols
related to the development of Risk Maps, based on recorded deaths and serious injuries in
order to provide an insight in possible improvements to road authorities.
The purpose of the iRAP Star Ratings is to assess the contribution of the road infrastructure
to risk of a road user having fatal or serious injury. The iRAP protocol has been developed to
separately assess the level of risk relevant to car occupants, pedestrians, bicyclists and
motorcyclists on urban, and rural roads.
In November 2013, a total of 481 km (carriageway length) of the strategic road network in
Croatia were surveyed by the Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences using a dedicated
survey vehicle and specialised technology.
The roads surveyed were a mixture of single and dual-carriageways, some parts in need of
rehabilitation and some newly built. The older sections typically do not have the protection or
crash-avoiding provision available in other high-performing parts of the network. Crash
protection systems such as barriers and modern, well-designed intersections are not provided
on the older parts of the route.
iRAP has also developed a set of tools to use inspection data to identify priority network
safety upgrading schemes and aid investment decisions. The iRAP tools generate a relative
risk score for all road user groups, use the this data to estimate the expected number of
fatalities on a route, generate countermeasures and determine the best value network safety
upgrading programmes through economic appraisal. All iRAP calculations and dataprocessing is carried out by the iRAP online analysis tool to ensure good access to the data
and complete consistency across the programme.
The frequency of accidents in certain parts of the road depends largely on its shortcomings.
That´s just why the SENSOR project is so important. Within this unique project a real-time
road safety inspection on 481 km of the primary, tourist attractive, road network in Croatia
was conducted. Through the specific analysing software ViDA™ - courtesy of the project
accessible to road authorities - it was possible to identify the dangerous high risk road
sections. And we can see, that despite the fact, that decreasing of road fatalities is observed,
the roads in Croatia are still far from safe. The Star Rating results for infrastructure safety are
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presented for different classes of road user (on a 1-5 scale) – vehicle occupants,
motorcyclists, pedestrians, and cyclists. Only 8% of the Croatian surveyed network was
awarded 5 stars, and 20% was awarded 4 stars for the vehicle occupants. On the other hand
21% of the network gained only 1 star. The rating for motorcyclists is worse due to the fact
that 37% of the network length belongs to the one-star high-risk category.
If three stars is sat as a desirable minimum, then a 40% of roads rate as less than 3-star for
vehicle occupants, 85% of the sections rate as less than 3-star for motorcyclists. On state
roads, of the total applicable section lengths, 73% for pedestrians, and 70% for cyclists were
rated less than three stars
This report elaborates the research methodology and investigates the causes. Having
identified a priority location or section of road thorough ViDA, it is possible to further tailor the
countermeasure plan to suit specific circumstances. This is especially useful if budget
constraints have changed. Examples in this report provide an insight of the approach in which
cost-effectiveness may be used to generate a list of priority countermeasures within a limited
budget. The initial SRIP involved production of list of all countermeasures that could feasibly
be built on the road, sorted in order of descending BCR. The countermeasure download file,
available online, was used to generate this list. The ViDA software is able to calculate „bankready“ safe road infrastructure investment plans with a list of most effective life-saving
countermeasures on particular road sections. The countermeasures listed are indicative and
will need to be assessed and sense-checked with local engineers and road authorities. The
Safer Roads Investment Plan is not a “bill of works”, however we strongly hope, that the
Croatian road owners and administrators will accept the project results not as a kind of
„competition“, but as a support and the ViDA™ software will become a helpful tool in their
daily work.
Benefit Cost Ratios (BCR)
Across the 14 countries for which there are data in the SENSoR project, the range of Benefit
Cost Ratios is typically 5 or 6 for the overall investment programmes when the threshold BCR
is 3. For individual countermeasures, the BCRs of those with greatest life-saving potential are
of course higher and in most countries include many in the range between 5 and 10, but in
some often up to and around 20.
BCRs for some countermeasures are predicted to be even higher, typically
• if costs of the measures are low (such as with delineation)
• if the risk reduction is focussed on a very limited part of the network (for example, at
crossing facilities for pedestrians at a few sites of high activity), or
• if a predicted risk is precisely matched with a countermeasure (such as median
barriers countering head-on crashes)
BCRs for overall country programmes or countermeasures dependent upon many elements,
including the acceptance threshold that is set for matching countermeasures with risk over
every 100m, the value of life and the countermeasure costs selected.
These results for consultation provide a limited scenario of costs and benefits and the ViDA
software offers the opportunity for local engineers and policy makers to vary the parameters
to match them local circumstances and budgets.
The estimated cost of upgrading and rehabilitation along the entire length of this network is
assumed to be about 260 million kn and will provide a BCR of more than 5. The model
assumes a saving of a total of 2,050 fatal and serious casualties over 20 years with
implementation of countermeasures and therefore a saving of 35% of casualties if the SRIP is
fully implemented.
Predominant proposed countermeasures that are expected to produce the maximum effect
are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementing or upgrading the roadside barriers, both on passenger and driver side;
Facilitation of shoulder rumble strips;
Delineation and signing (intersection);
Shoulder sealing;
Improved environment and facilities for pedestrians;
Clear roadside hazards, both on passenger and driver side.
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Annex 1 – Minimum 3-star safety rating standard
A 3-star EuroRAP/iRAP rating is a minimum target to achieve. For example, the government
of the Netherlands has committed to achieving a 3-star minimum for its national roads by
2020. Similar targets are being used in some low- and middle-income countries in contracts
3.
for road improvements
Increasing the Star Rating is associated with a decrease in fatal and serious injury crash
costs or crash rate – about a halving in the metric by an increase of one star.
The figure below shows this and the resulting dramatic reductions in crash costs at a 3-star
4.
rating

Figure 42 Smoothed vehicle occupant Star Ratings and fatal and serious injury costs
per vehicle kilometre travelled
The latest version of the EuroRAP/iRAP model released in 2014 makes achieving the 3-star
target more difficult than the earlier versions. This recalibration is common in other fields too
– for example, in the European New Car Assessment Programme. Recalibration is a way of
improving standards through time.
The operating speed of the road is a large factor in determining what the Star Rating will be.
Roads are rated at the higher of the 85th percentile operating speed or the posted speed
5
limit .
The figures below show the relationship of speed with Star Rating for different scenarios and
illustrate the speeds at which a road may achieve 3-star or 4-star rating. Intersection
frequency is also a factor.

3

In road improvement contracts, the percentage kilometrage with at least 3-star rating can form part of a
results indicator, subject to the availability of economically viable infrastructure countermeasures. At
locations where it is not economically viable to lift the Star Ratings to at least 3-stars using infrastructure
countermeasures, lowering operating speeds is also be considered.
4
See http://www.irap.org/en/about-irap-3/research-and-technical-papers?download=91:relationshipbetween-star-ratings-and-crash-costs-the-bruce-highway-australia and http://www.irap.org/en/aboutirap-3/research-and-technical-papers?download=40:crash-rate-star-rating-comparison-paper for further
details.
5
An explanation of this is provided at: http://www.irap.org/en/about-irap3/methodology?download=135:irap-methodology-fact-sheet-7-star-rating-bands and
http://www.irap.org/en/about-irap-3/methodology?download=143:irap-road-attribute-risk-factorsoperating-speed.
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Figure 43 Motorway A - Common scenarios of the relationship between speed and Star
Rating

Figure 44 Motorway B - Common scenarios of the relationship between speed and Star
Rating
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Figure 45 Expressway A - Common scenarios of the relationship between speed and
Star Rating
In some situations it is not difficult to see how to increase the safety and the Star Rating of
road sections in order to achieve 3-star. Some of the more obvious countermeasures which
benefit various road users and have been used in other EuroRAP and iRAP studies to
increase the Star Rating include:
• Safety barriers
• Increasing the paved shoulder width on the driver-side between the lane and the
barrier
• Turn lanes at intersections
• Roundabouts
• Good delineation, including at curves
• Paved shoulders (especially if they incorporate space for bicycles)
• Footpaths
• Traffic calming
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Annex 2 – Traffic Volume

Location

Coding
Motorized
Traffic
Volumes
(AADT)

Road
name

Section

D1

1

Gornji Macelj

Đurmanec

2013

D1

2

Đurmanec

Švaljkovec

2013

3600

D1

3

Švaljkovec

Zabok

2013

4100

D1

4

Zabok

Stubička Slatina

2013

6400

D1

5

Stubička Slatina

Jablanovec

2013

10000

D1

6

Karlovac

Brezova Glava

2013

8300

D1

7

Brezova Glava

Rastoke

2013

5400

D1

8

Rastoke

Grabovac

2013

4000

Z5201

1

Grabovac

Prijeboj

2013

4500

D1

9

Prijeboj

Korenica

2013

4000

D1

10

Korenica

Udbina

2013

3500

D1

11

Udbina

Gračac

2013

2000

A1

1A-1B

Lučko

Donja Zdenčina

2013

29600

A1

2A-2B

Donja Zdenčina

Jastrebarsko

2013

29100

A1

3A-3B

Jastrebarsko

Karlovac

2013

27200

A1

4A-4B

Karlovac

Novigrad n/K

2013

21200

A1

5A-5B

Novigrad n/K

Bosiljevo 1

2013

20900

A1

6A-6B

Bosiljevo 1

Bosiljevo 2

2013

21400

A6

Bosiljevo 2

Vrbovsko

2013

10900

A6

1A-1B
2A-2B

Vrbovsko

Ravna Gora

2013

11400

A6

3A-3B

Ravna Gora

Delnice

2013

11300

A6

4A-4B

Delnice

Vrata

2013

11800

A6

5A-5B

Vrata

Oštrovica

2013

11700

A6

6A-6B

Oštrovica

Kikovica

2013

9100

Start point (km)

End point (km)

Date/Period

1600
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Figure 46 Representation of the A1-A6 traffic flow volume from official publication
(2013)
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Figure 47 Table of D1 traffic flow volume from official publication (2013)
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Annex 3 – Example operating speed measurements

Ad. 3.1 Speed measurement site 1 – Posted speed 130 km/h

Figure 48 - Speed measurement site A1 Motorway

Table 4 – Speed measurement results A1 motorway
LOCATION DESCRIPTION

ROAD

A1

Lat.

Lon.

45.680073
15.775010

MEASUREMENTS

Period

Total no. of
Vehicles

Posted
speed

Mean speed

85th perc.
Speed

May
2014

108,226

130 km/h

116,7 km/h

137,2 km/h
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Ad. 3.2 Speed measurement site 2 – Posted speed 90 km/h

Figure 49 - Speed measurement site D1 State road

Table 5 - Speed measurement results D1 State road
LOCATION DESCRIPTION

ROAD

D1

Lat.

Lon.

45.919288,
15.820062

MEASUREMENTS

Period

Total no. of
Vehicles

Posted
speed

Mean speed

85th perc.
Speed

May
2014

17,488

90 km/h

84,7 km/h

102,2 km/h
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Annex 4 – Countermeasure costs
Upgrade Cost(Local Currency)

Countermeasure

Carriageway Code

Unit of Cost

Service Life

Improve Delineation

i

lane km

5

Bicycle Lane (on-road)

i

per km

20

Bicycle Lane (off-road)

i

per km

20

Motorcycle Lane (Painted logos only on-road)

i

per km

5

Motorcycle Lane (Construct on-road)

i

per km

20

Motorcycle Lane (Segregated)

i

per km

20

Horizontal Realignment

i

lane km

20

Improve curve delineation

i

per carriageway km

Lane widening (up to 0.5m)

i

lane km

10

Lane widening (>0.5m)

i

lane km

10

Protected turn lane (unsignalised 3 leg)

m

intersection

10

Protected turn lane (unsignalised 4 leg)

m

intersection

10

Delineation and signing (intersection)

m

intersection

5

Protected turn provision at existing signalised site (3-leg)

m

intersection

10

Protected turn provision at existing signalised site (4-leg)

m

intersection

10

Signalise intersection (3-leg)

m

intersection

20

Signalise intersection (4-leg)

m

intersection

20

Grade separation

m

intersection

20

Rail crossing upgrade

m

unit

20

Rural medium cost

5
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65,000.00 kn
287,000.00 kn
685,000.00 kn
32,000.00 kn
534,000.00 kn
762,000.00 kn
1,191,000.00 kn
77,000.00 kn
360,000.00 kn
689,000.00 kn
252,000.00 kn
252,000.00 kn
79,000.00 kn
98,000.00 kn
98,000.00 kn
381,000.00 kn
446,000.00 kn
N/A
631,000.00 kn
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Roundabout

m

intersection

20

Central hatching

u

per km

10

Centreline rumble strip / flexi-post

u

per km

10

Central turning lane full length

m

per km

10

Central median barrier (no duplication)

m

per km

10

Duplication with median barrier

u

per carriageway km

20

Duplicate - <1m median

u

per carriageway km

20

Duplicate - 1-5 m median

u

per carriageway km

20

Duplicate - 5-10m median

u

per carriageway km

20

Duplicate - 10-20m median

u

per carriageway km

20

Duplicate - >20m median

u

per carriageway km

20

Service road

i

per km

20

Additional lane (2 + 1 road with barrier)

i

per km

20

Implement one way network

u

per carriageway km

20

Upgrade pedestrian facility quality

i

unit

10

Refuge Island

m

unit

10

Unsignalised crossing

m

unit

10

Signalised crossing

m

unit

20

Grade separated pedestrian facility

m

unit

20

Road surface rehabilitation

i

lane km

10

Clear roadside hazards - passenger side

i

per linear km

20

Clear roadside hazards - driver side

i

per linear km

20

Sideslope improvement - passenger side

i

per linear km

20

Sideslope improvement - driver side

i

per linear km

20
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1,441,000.00 kn
70,000.00 kn
167,000.00 kn
1,352,000.00 kn
631,000.00 kn
10,100,000.00 kn
7,340,000.00 kn
8,110,000.00 kn
8,200,000.00 kn
9,880,000.00 kn
13,600,000.00 kn
1,986,000.00 kn
3,600,000.00 kn
504,000.00 kn
90,000.00 kn
132,000.00 kn
36,000.00 kn
172,000.00 kn
7,920,000.00 kn
109,000.00 kn
45,000.00 kn
45,000.00 kn
92,000.00 kn
92,000.00 kn
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Roadside barriers - passenger side

i

per linear km

20

Roadside barriers - driver side

i

per linear km

20

Shoulder sealing passenger side (<1m)

i

per linear km

20

Shoulder sealing passenger side (>1m)

i

per linear km

20

Restrict/combine direct access points

i

per km

10

Footpath provision passenger side (adjacent to road)

i

per linear km

20

Footpath provision passenger side (>3m from road)

i

per linear km

20

Speed management reviews

i

per carriageway km

5

Traffic calming

i

per carriageway km

10

Vertical realignment (major)

i

lane km

20

Overtaking lane

i

per linear km

20

Median crossing upgrade

m

intersection

10

Clear roadside hazards (bike lane)

i

per km

20

Sideslope improvement (bike lane)

i

per km

20

Roadside barriers (bike lane)

i

per km

20

Clear roadside hazards (seg MC lane) passenger side

i

per km

20

Sideslope improvement (seg MC lane) passenger side

i

per km

20

Roadside barriers (seg MC lane) passenger side

i

per km

20

Speed management reviews (MC Lane)

i

per carriageway km

Central median barrier (MC lane)

m

per km

10

Skid Resistance (paved road)

i

lane km

10

Skid Resistance (unpaved road)

i

per carriageway km

10

Pave road surface

i

lane km

10

Street lighting (mid-block)

i

lane km

20

5
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602,000.00 kn
602,000.00 kn
93,000.00 kn
97,000.00 kn
696,000.00 kn
390,000.00 kn
436,000.00 kn
61,000.00 kn
176,000.00 kn
39,600,000.00 kn
3,000,000.00 kn
628,000.00 kn
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
560,000.00 kn
197,000.00 kn
815,000.00 kn
894,000.00 kn
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Street lighting (intersection)

i

intersection

20

Street lighting (ped crossing)

i

unit

20

Shoulder rumble strips

i

per carriageway km

10

Parking improvements

i

per carriageway km

20

Sight distance (obstruction removal)

i

per linear km

20

Pedestrian fencing

i

per carriageway km

20

Side road grade separated pedestrian facility

i

intersection

20

Side road signalised pedestrian crossing

i

intersection

20

Side road unsignalised pedestrian crossing

i

intersection

10

Footpath provision passenger side (with barrier)

i

per linear km

20

Footpath provision passenger side (informal path >1m)

i

per linear km

10

Shoulder sealing driver side (<1m)

i

per linear km

20

Shoulder sealing driver side (>1m)

i

per linear km

20

Footpath provision driver side (adjacent to road)

i

per linear km

20

Footpath provision driver side (>3m from road)

i

per linear km

20

Footpath provision driver side (with barrier)

i

per linear km

20

Footpath provision driver side (informal path >1m)

i

per linear km

10

Realignment (sight distance improvement)

i

lane km

20

Central median barrier (1+1)

u

per km

20

Clear roadside hazards (seg MC lane) driver side

i

per km

20

Sideslope improvement (seg MC lane) driver side

i

per km

20

Roadside barriers (seg MC lane) driver side

i

per km

20

Wide centreline

u

per linear km

20

School zone warning - signs and markings

i

lane km

5
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419,000.00 kn
86,000.00 kn
110,000.00 kn
100,000.00 kn
126,000.00 kn
208,000.00 kn
7,920,000.00 kn
172,000.00 kn
36,000.00 kn
636,000.00 kn
150,000.00 kn
93,000.00 kn
97,000.00 kn
390,000.00 kn
436,000.00 kn
636,000.00 kn
150,000.00 kn
1,462,000.00 kn
1,422,000.00 kn
N/A
N/A
N/A
57,800.00 kn
72,000.00 kn
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School zone warning - flashing beacon

i

unit

20

School zone - crossing guard or supervisor

m

unit

1
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69,300.00 kn
N/A

